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       The Pleiadians are opening an energetic timeline for the very first time
in any seminar, allowing you to enter the timeline where all experience
occurs, because everything exists in one moment. 
~Christine McCormick Day

Just witness yourself with your human part and hold yourself with love,
if you can, or at least acceptance. 
~Christine McCormick Day

Our humanness is the part of us that we try and push away, that we
don't want to see, that we don't like. It's about self-acceptance, number
one, and it's also about accepting our creation. 
~Christine McCormick Day

That's what I love about the Pleiadians. It allows people to start
understanding their own human process and understand the dynamic
that is going on on the planet right now. 
~Christine McCormick Day

Wherever people are in their evolution, they start to come into that hope
and feeling like they are okay, that they're going to be okay. 
~Christine McCormick Day

Everyone is ready to receive this new blueprint. It's simple, easy,
flowing. Nothing too complicated, and everyone will feel at home being
able to come in and just receive this energy. 
~Christine McCormick Day

That's where the biggest shift has taken place. We have been propelled
forward into our awakening because of the dimensional shifts on the
planet. 
~Christine McCormick Day

It starts with being unearthed. I like that word, unearthed, because we
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are being unearthed. 
~Christine McCormick Day

I think the biggest area of growth is going back to our galactic heritage. 
~Christine McCormick Day

The veils have become very thin and we are now able to access a large
part of our sacredness - and we are utilizing that sacredness. 
~Christine McCormick Day

We've all been victims. We've all been perpetrators. And, so there is a
group that is still experiencing that. 
~Christine McCormick Day

There is no such thing as death. 
~Christine McCormick Day

We have to understand (this is another key piece) that there are some
individuals who still need that drama, that experience of violence. 
~Christine McCormick Day

We are no longer anchored here through the illusions. The Earth itself
is transforming to allow us to be unearthed and to make our way
differently within the universal community. 
~Christine McCormick Day

We need to be willing to witness ourselves in all the shades of our
humanness, and to come into the heart space daily and just hold
ourselves with love and compassion. 
~Christine McCormick Day

I think the most important practice is to be authentic with our human
selves. 
~Christine McCormick Day
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The Pleiadians said that at a certain moment in the future, when we go
through our transformation, the Earth plane will shift back to its original
pristine self. 
~Christine McCormick Day

We have a lot of ships coming in and transmitting to us and bringing the
information. So, it's very powerful. 
~Christine McCormick Day

We've got a lot of violence in the world right now, a lot of upheaval in
America with this election coming up, and a lot of unrest will come up
from that. 
~Christine McCormick Day

We can witness it, but we stay in a space within ourself that is
connected to a more authentic part of ourselves. That is what the
warning is about. 
~Christine McCormick Day

The letting go is an energetic process that moves us in a different flow
of reality beyond the illusion and into more of a free-flowing liberation
space. 
~Christine McCormick Day

We're being asked to bring our humanness along in holding that love
and compassion for ourselves as we make our way through this
energetic time of transformation. 
~Christine McCormick Day

Everyone is being affected, but there is only a group of us awake on the
path who are consciously moving beyond the fifth dimension. 
~Christine McCormick Day

You're re-accessing your natural energy, your natural information, your
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knowledge of yourself, of your sacred self. 
~Christine McCormick Day

Our planet energetically has transformed, almost into an energetic
womb in readiness for a very strong shift in consciousness. 
~Christine McCormick Day

A covenant energy is anchored on the planet at this time, and it carries
the new contract for the Earth plane in this second phase of this new
dawning era. 
~Christine McCormick Day

All experiences exist in one time frame. 
~Christine McCormick Day

The Pleiadians are saying it is going to happen in a mass setting.
Within probably the next year and a half, many people are just going to
have an instant awakening, a remembering. 
~Christine McCormick Day

I've spent a lot of time off planet. 
~Christine McCormick Day

That's absolutely the truth, and that is exactly what the Pleiadians say,
that we are going through what we would have done after we left the
planet and remembered. 
~Christine McCormick Day

The new book is amazing. It's called, The Pleiadian Promise. I get
emotional when I just connect to it, because it's really an amazing,
powerful, powerful piece of work. 
~Christine McCormick Day
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